We develop a stochastic calculus on the plane with respect to the local times of a large class of Lévy processes. We can then extend to these Lévy processes an Itô formula that was established previously for Brownian motion. Our method provides also a multidimensional version of the formula. We show that this formula generates many "Itô formulas" that fit various problems. In the special case of a linear Brownian motion, we recover a recently established Itô formula that involves local times on curves. This formula is already used in financial mathematics.
Introduction
The classical Itô formula for semimartingales requires the use of C 2 functions (see [13] ). Many authors have written extended versions of the Itô formula in order to relax this regularity condition. Still there are always some new problems requiring the use of "Itô formulas" under lighter conditions. The recent papers of Peskir [14, 15] illustrate this process. Indeed, to be able to prove some uniqueness result for the American option problem [15] , he had to prove a new Itô formula for functions that are C 2 (R × R + ) everywhere except on the set {x = b(t)} where b is a continuous curve (see [14] ). In a recent work, Elworthy, Truman and Zhao [6] prove an Itô formula for the same kind of functions in order to study linear heat equations. In the special case of linear Brownian motion, we show in this paper that the above formulas can be derived from the following Itô formula established in [5] F(X t , t) = F(X 0 , 0)
where X is a linear Brownian motion, (L x t , x ∈ R, t ≥ 0) its local time process and F a function defined on R × R + admitting partial derivatives satisfying some integrability conditions.
Originally the purpose of the above formula was to unify various Itô formulas such as Bouleau and Yor's formula [2] , Föllmer, Protter and Shyryaev's formula [8] , Azéma, Jeulin, Knight and Yor's formula [1] , and Protter and San Martin's formula [17] . In view of the growing literature on Itô formulas involving local times, it now becomes of interest to write a "mother formula" as above for other processes than Brownian motion. In the case of continuous semimartingales, this has been partially done by Ghomrasni and Peskir [9] . The purpose of the present paper is to establish an analogous formula for Lévy processes and to show that this formula generates many formulas that fit various problems. We will work with a Lévy process (X t , t ≥ 0) admitting a Brownian component. Hence X admits, as a semimartingale, a local time process which is not identically equal to 0. In the case of Lévy processes without Brownian component, Kyprianou and Surya [12] have written an Itô formula for non-continuous functions F.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we construct a stochastic integral with respect to the local time process of (X t , t ≥ 0). We then establish the following Itô formula for functions F defined on R × R + admitting locally bounded Radon-Nikodym derivatives ∂ F/∂ x and ∂ F/∂t F(X t , t) = F(X 0 , 0)
In Section 3, we define for X a local time on every measurable curve b. When b is a curve of bounded variation, this definition coincides with the local times at 0 of the semimartingale (X − b). In Section 4, we then derive, using the results of Sections 2 and 3, an Itô formula for functions that are C 2 everywhere except on the set {x = b(t)}. This last formula involves the local time on the curve b and extends the results of Peskir [14] and Elworthy et al. [6] to Lévy processes and to curves that don't necessarily have bounded variation. Peskir's formula has been used already in papers related to financial mathematics (see for examples [4, 11] or [15] ). Since there is an increasing use of Lévy processes in financial models, we hope that this last version will be helpful in this area. In Section 5, we make a connection between the Itô formula of Errami, Russo and Valois [7] and the above Itô formula. We show that for Lévy processes our assumptions on the function F are less restrictive than those of Errami et al.
Section 6 gives a multidimensional version of our formula and illustrates the possible uses of that version. In particular, a multidimensional version of the previous Itô formula involving local time on curves is established.
Integration with respect to local times for Lévy processes
Bouleau and Yor [2] have established the following Itô formula for any semimartingale X such that 0≤s≤t | X s | < ∞ and any function F admitting a bounded derivative F
where (L x t , x ∈ R, t ≥ 0) denotes the local time process of X . We would like to extend this formula to space-time functions in the case when X is a Lévy process. The assumption 0≤s≤t | X s | < ∞ means the following condition for ν, the Lévy measure of X
Bouleau and Yor's formula involves the local time process associated to X considered as a semimartingale. In order to avoid the case when this local time process is identically equal to 0, we have to assume that X has a Brownian component that we denote by (α B t , t ≥ 0) (α ∈ R * and B a linear Brownian motion).
From now on X will denote a Lévy process satisfying these two assumptions.
Consider an elementary function f ∆ i.e. there exists a finite sequence (x i ) 1≤i≤n of real numbers, a subdivision of [0, 1] (s j ) 1≤ j≤m and a family of real numbers
For such a function integration with respect to L, the local time process of X is defined by
The problem is to find the set of functions to which this integration could be extended.
Definition. Let (Y t , t ≥ 0) be a process with cadlag trajectories. We denote by
Let f be a measurable function from R × [0, 1] into R. We define the norm by
Note that any bounded measurable function has a finite norm. Let I be the set of the functions from R × [0, 1] into R having a finite norm.
Theorem 2.1. Integration with respect to L can be extended from the elementary functions to I. This extension satisfies for any element f of I
Proposition 2.1.1. Let f be a locally bounded measurable function from
s is well defined and converges in probability as a and b tend respectively to −∞ and to +∞. We define the integral t 0 R f (x, s) dL x s as being this limit. We have then
Theorem 2.2. Let F defined on R × R + such that ∂ F/∂ x and ∂ F/∂t exist as Radon-Nikodym derivatives and are locally bounded. Then we have
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The process X is a semimartingale with cadlag trajectories. We may assume that X 1 = X 1− . The process (X t , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) is a semimartingale too (see for example Theorem 1.8 in the paper of Jacod and Protter [10] ). To obtain the decomposition of (X t , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) we use well-known properties of Lévy processes (see the books of Bertoin [3] and Protter [16] ). The process (X t − 0≤s≤t ( X s ), t ≥ 0) is a continuous Lévy process. In particular there exists a real σ such that: E(X t − 0≤s≤t ( X s )) = σ t. The process (X t − 0≤s≤t ( X s ) − σ t, t ≥ 0) is a continuous Lévy process too and also a continuous martingale with respect to the natural filtration of X . Consequently up to a multiplicative constant it is a Brownian motion. The process X hence admits as a semimartingale the following decomposition:
where (B t , t ≥ 0) is a linear Brownian motion, α is a real number and (A t , t ≥ 0) is a process of bounded variation given by
Moreover the processes B and A are independent. We obtain
On the one hand (Â t , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) is a process of bounded variation, adapted to its own filtration.
On the other hand (B t , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) is a continuous semimartingale with respect to its natural filtration. Define then the filtration (
Thanks to the independence ofB andÂ, (B t , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) remains a continuous semimartingale with respect to (F t , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1). Hence (X t , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) is a semimartingale such that 0≤s≤t | X t | < ∞. Besides, we havê
where W is a linear Brownian motion with respect to the natural filtration ofB. Since both X andX have a continuous part, they both admit as semimartingales a local time process on the time interval [0, 1] that we denote respectively by (L x t , x ∈ R) and (L x t , x ∈ R). In view of (1) and (2), the occupation time formula gives the following respective characterization of the local times. For any bounded borelian function f
Consequently, we obtain:
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on the following lemma.
and for every bounded borelian function f , we have
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Let f be a bounded borelian function and set F(x) = x 0 f (u) du. Then Bouleau and Yor [2] have established the following formula
Similarly, we have
which leads to
Note that
Adding (3) to (4), we obtain a.s.
Note that, thanks to the decomposition (1), we have:
and similarly:
Consequently (5) can be rewritten as
In particular for f (x) = 1 (−∞,a] (x), we obtain (i). Integrating (i) with respect to the time variable we obtain (iii).
Let f ∆ be an elementary function. Thanks to Lemma 2.3(i), we have
Since the elementary functions are dense in I, we can extend integration with respect to L to the elements of I. That way this extension obviously satisfies for f in I (i) and (ii).
Proof of Proposition 2.1.1. We set:
, where (a n ) n≥0 and (b n ) n≥0 are two real sequences converging respectively to −∞ and +∞. For every n, f n belongs to I, hence thanks to Theorem 2.1
We use the stopping times T n = inf{s ≥ 0 : |X s | ≥ n}, n > 0, to check that ( f (X s− , s), s ∈ [0, 1]) is locally bounded in the sense of Revuz and Yor [18] (see Definition 2.8, p. 140). Namely that ( f (X s− , s), s ∈ [0, 1]) stopped at T n is uniformly bounded by a constant. Hence we can apply Theorem 2.12 of Revuz and Yor [18, p. 142 ] to obtain the uniform convergence in probability of
Similarly we show the uniform convergence in probability of
converges uniformly in probability. Since the obtained limit does not depend on the sequences (a n ) and (b n ),
But we have also obtained
To prove Theorem 2.2 we need the lemma below. The introduction of this lemma requires the two following definitions. Definition 2.4. A sequence of processes (Y n (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) n∈N * , defined on the same probability space, converges uniformly in probability if there exists a process (H (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) such that sup 0≤t≤1 |H n (t) − H (t)| converges in probability to 0. Definition 2.5. Let (Y t , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) and (Z t , ≤ t ≤ 1) be two random processes defined on the same probability space. The covariation of Y and Z on the time interval [0, t] is defined as the following limit when it exists uniformly in probability
where the limit is taken over all the sequences of the subdivisions 0 = t 1 < t 2 < t 2 < · · · < t n = t such that sup 1≤i≤n |t i+1 − t i | tends to 0 when n tends to ∞.
(ii) Let f be a bounded function on R × [0, 1] admitting a bounded Radon-Nikodym derivative
(iii) Let f be a locally bounded function on R × [0, 1] admitting a locally bounded Radon-Nikodym derivative
The proof of Lemma 2.6 is given right after the end of the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We assume first that ∂ F ∂ x and ∂ F ∂t are bounded. For n ∈ N * , let F n be the function defined by
where f and h are two C ∞ functions from R to R + with compact support, such that R f (y) dy = 1 = R h(y) dy.
By the usual Itô formula
where [X, X ] c is the continuous part of the process [X, X ].
Thanks to the decomposition (1), we see that: [X, X ] c s = α 2 s, s ≥ 0. We study now the convergence of each term of (I n ). We have:
By integration by parts, we have dx a.s.
∂t is a continuous function, this majorization is satisfied everywhere. Now we have
Since for each s the law of X s has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure, we can use the dominated convergence theorem to obtain:
We then observe that
Using the same argument as above we first obtain:
Then using Burkholder-Davis-Gundy's inequalities for continuous martingales, we have
which allows us to conclude in the same manner that
Besides, note that we have
Using again the dominated convergence theorem, we see that the above expression converges to 0, which leads together with (9) to the following result
Thanks to Lemma 2.6, we know that
Consequently (10) and Theorem 2.1 lead to
Finally we consider the expression 0<s≤t {F n (X s , s) − F n (X s− , s)}. For every > 0, we write
is a finite sum, we immediately obtain
On the other hand, we have
where η n (s) is a value between X s and X s− . The function
We rewrite (I n ) as follows:
Thanks to (6)- (12), we see that, the term 2 (n, ) excepted, all the other terms of the above equality are converging in probability as n tends to ∞. Hence ( 2 (n, )) n∈N * converges too to a limit that we denote by . Letting n tend to ∞ in (I n ), we finally obtain
We just have now to let tend to 0 to obtain thanks to (13)
Assume now that ∂ F ∂ x and ∂ F ∂t are only locally bounded functions. Let (a n ) n≥0 and (b n , n ≥ 0) be two real sequences converging respectively to −∞ and +∞. We set
∂F n ∂t exist as Radon-Nikodym derivatives and are bounded. In particular, note that:
. Hence thanks to the above identity, we havẽ
We see immediately thatF n (X t , t),
and 0<s≤t {F(X s , s) − F(X s− , s)} (indeed one can for example take n big enough such that |a n |, b n > sup 0<s≤t |X s |).
Making use of the stopping times T n = inf{s ≥ 0 : |X s | > n}, n > 0, we see that the process ( ∂ F ∂ x (X s− , s), s ≥ 0) is locally bounded (i.e. up to time T n the process is uniformly bounded). We can hence apply Theorem 2.12 of Revuz and Yor (p. 142 [18] ) and obtain the convergence of
Besides, since:
we know that it also converges in probability as n tends to ∞ to
s . This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Remark. In view of the decomposition (1), the above formula can be rewritten as
Proof of Lemma 2.6. (i) The idea is a priori simple and has been used by many authors (see [8, 19, 7] ). We write:
where the sequence (s j ) 1≤ j≤n is given by s j = 1 − t n+1− j . We have thanks to the continuity of f 
We show similarly that ( t 0H n (s) dB s , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) converges uniformly in probability to , .) , B]. Proposition 2.1.1 gives the final identity.
(ii) We set
where g and h are two C ∞ functions from R to R + with compact support such that R g(y) dy = 1 = R h(s) ds.
We have:
Since the function f n is bounded and belongs to C ∞ , we have thanks to Lemma 2.6(ii)
Thanks to the usual Itô formula, we know that ( f n (X s , s), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1) is a semimartingale and can compute [ f n (X . , .), B . ]:
Similarly to what has been done in the proof of Theorem 2.2 (see (8) and (10)), we can show that
Consequently:
Let (a n ) n≥0 and (b n , n ≥ 0) be two real sequences converging respectively to −∞ and +∞. Define the functionf n by:f n (x, s) = f (x, s)1 [a n ,b n ] (x) + f (b n , s)1 (b n ,∞) (x) + f (a n , s)1 (∞,a n ) (x). This function satisfies the conditions of (ii). Hence
this last integral converges pathwise to −α 2 t 0 ∂ f ∂ x (X s , s) ds as n tend to ∞. Besides by linearity:
Thanks to Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.3(iii), we have:
this last term is a Stieljes integral that is equal to 0 for any n such that b n > sup 0≤s≤t |X s |. Similarly a.s.
t 0 a n ∞ f (a n , s)(x, s) dL x s converges to 0 as n tends to ∞. Consequently, we see that
Besides, thanks to Proposition 2.1.1, it also converges in probability to
s . This gives (iii).
Local times on curves for Lévy processes
Similarly to what has been done in [5] , we can define for the Lévy process X a local time process on any borelian curve (b(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1). Indeed we know thanks to Theorem 2.1 that
Thanks to Lemma 2.6(ii), we have
Note that as tends to 0, h converges for the norm to 1 (−∞,b(t)) (x). Consequently
t , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) which increases at times when X and b take the same value. We can hence extend the definition of local time at points to any borelian curve by calling L b(.) the local time process of X along b.
As is shown by the following lemma, local times on the curve can be helpful to compute integrals with respect to local times. The same type of identity appears formally in Ghomrasni and Peskir's paper [9] . Lemma 3.1. Let b be a continuous function from R + to R. Let f be a continuous function on R × R + , admitting a continuous derivative
Proof. Let 0 = s 1 < s 2 < · · · < s n = t be a subdivision of [0, t] and let (x i ) 1≤i≤m be a subdivision of an interval [a, b] with a < b. We set ∆ = {(x i , s j ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} and denote by |∆| its mesh. We define then
where η i j is a random variable between x i and x i+1 .
Consequently, thanks to the continuity of f (b, .), f (a, .) and of
Thanks to the well-known extension of the occupation time formula, we have
Besides we have:
Let b ∆ be the curve defined by
We choose a and b such that
Note that Lemma 2.3(iii) together with Theorem 2.1 give for any borelian function h
both converge for the norm as |∆| tends to 0 to respectively 1 [a,b] (x) f (x, s)1 (x<b(s)) and f (b(s), s)1 (x<b(s)) . Consequently letting |∆| tend to 0 in the above identity provides
Letting then a tend to −∞ and b tend to +∞, we obtain
Thanks to the continuity of b, one can easily prove that
which proves Lemma 3.1.
Itô formula involving local times on curves
In the case of a continuous semimartingale Z , Peskir [14] has established an Itô formula for functions that are C 2 (R × R + ) everywhere except on the set {x = b(s)} where b is a continuous curve of bounded variation. This formula involves the local time process at 0 of the continuous semimartingale (Z − b), which represents exactly the local time of Z along the curve b. He is then able ( [15] ) to show that the optimal stopping boundary for the American put option can be characterized as a unique solution of the free-boundary equation.
Our purpose in this section is to establish, in the context of Lévy processes, an analogue of Peskir's formula [14] . Our proof shows that these Itô formulas involving local times on curves are particular cases of the Itô formulas of Theorem 2.2. Moreover thanks to the previous section, the curve b does not need to have bounded variations.
We consider a continuous function F defined as follows. Let b be a continuous function from R + to R. We set:
We assume that F is C 2,1 on C and on D. We set
We note that F admits a Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to x, given by
Under these conditions, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. With the above definition of the function F, we have
Proof. We first assume that the functions F 1 and F 2 have bounded first order derivatives. The function F does not admit necessarily a partial derivative with respect to t. We go back to the proof of Theorem 2.2 to examine the convergence of the term t 0 ∂ F n ∂t (X s , s) ds where F n is still defined as the regularization of F. Since for each s the law of X s has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure, we note that for every n t 0 ∂ F n ∂t (X s , s)1 (X s =b(s)) ds = 0 then we have, similarly as for (7) t
Obtaining the convergence of all the other terms as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we finally have
The above formula is still satisfied when the first order derivatives of F 1 and F 2 are not bounded (this can be easily checked with the argument finishing the proof of Theorem 2.2). We now just have to compute the term
s .
Connection with another Itô formula
Errami, Russo and Vallois [7] have established an Itô formula for C 1,λ (R n ) functions of cadlag processes. Lévy processes provide an example of the application of their formula. More precisely, they obtain an Itô formula for any Lévy process X such that there exists λ ∈ [0, 1) such that 0≤s≤1 | X s | 1+λ < +∞ a.s. We restrict our attention to the context of Theorem 2.2: the case λ = 0. In that case they obtain for any function F in C 1 (R 2 )
Note that Theorem 2.2 requires a much lighter assumption on the functions F, but beyond that remark it is interesting to understand the contribution of the covariation term. Indeed let F be a function defined on R × R + such that ∂ F/∂t exists as a Radon-Nikodym derivative and is locally bounded and ∂ F/∂ x is a continuous function. Then Lemma 2.6(i) and Theorem 2.2 give
Using (1), we have
which allows us to recover the exact formulation of Errami, Russo and Vallois, under a lighter assumption on F.
Local time-space calculus for the multidimensional case
Let X be a d-dimensional Lévy process i.e. X = (X (1) , X (2) , . . . , X (d) ) where X (k) , 1 ≤ k ≤ d, are independent Lévy processes. We assume that for each k, 0≤s≤t | X (k) s | < ∞ and that X (k) admits a Brownian component that we denote by α k B (k) where α k ∈ R * and B (k) is a Brownian motion.
We denote by (L x s (X (k) ), x ∈ R, s ≥ 0) the local time process of X (k) . We adopt the notation:
For a measurable function F from R d × [0, 1] to R, we define the norm k by
For any k, note that conditionally to (X (i)
is a deterministic function of ((X (k) s , s), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1). Thanks to the above result, we know hence that as soon as:
is well defined and
Moreover:
Similarly to the one-dimensional case, we can show that if F is locally bounded then s =x dL x s (X (k) ) as a and b tend respectively to −∞ and to +∞, and that it satisfies (15).
Theorem 6.1. Let F be a function defined on R d × R + , such that F admits first order Radon-Nikodym derivatives with respect to each parameter. Moreover, we assume that these derivatives are locally bounded. Then, we have The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 2.2. Indeed, let g be a C ∞ (R, R + )-function with compact support such that: R g(s) ds = 1. We set for n ∈ N * : g n (s) = ng(ns) and The function F n belongs to C ∞ (R d × [0, 1], R + ). Thanks to the usual Itô formula, we have:
Example 6.3. We consider now another function that could also be connected to a two-phase problem. To lighten the writing we restrict ourselves to a two-dimensional Brownian motion X = (X (1) , X (2) ). Let b be a continuous strictly increasing function from R to R. Let F 1 (x, y) be a function on R 2 admitting continuous second order derivatives in x (resp. in y) on the set {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : y ≤ b(x)}. Let F 2 (x, y) be a function on R 2 having the same properties but on the set {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : y ≥ b(x)}. We assume that F 1 = F 2 on {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : y = b(x)}. We define then the function F as follows: F = F 1 on {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : y ≤ b(x)} and F = F 2 on {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : y > b(x)}. We develop F(X s ) according to the formula of Theorem 6.1 and obtain similarly as in the previous example
. ) s (X (1) ).
In the case when b(X (1) ) is a semimartingale (for example b is C 2 ) then we can replace in the above formula (L b(X (1) . ) s (X (2) ), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1) by the local time at 0 of (X (2) − b(X (1) )). A similar remark holds for b −1 .
